On the Ball for Summer

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

It’s time to get on the ball for summer! Before children
get hooked on an endless stream of videos, before the
video console becomes a critical part of the daily routine
– get them up and active with games and toys that will
get the ball rolling. The curve of a ball always means
movement when properly deployed as they bounce, roll,
spin and rock. Before your kids get bowled over with the
lure of the couch and electronics, check out the following recommendations that will generate active play as
summer rolls up!

by Paige Gardner Smith

Teeter Ball

Nerf Flag Football

See-saws and teeter-totters
are the first go-to destination for
kids at almost every playground.
Now you can up the action at
home with the Teeter Ball. This
clever design not only allows kids
to teeter (and totter) the traditional
way, but also includes a ball maze
at the top of the fulcrum which adds an additional challenge for kids.
The Teeter Ball is essentially a see-saw on a ball base which allows
for rotation and tilting in addition to the up and down motion – so kids
can explore a variety of moves as they work to direct the ball around
its track. Portable, lightweight and indoor-friendly, the ups and downs
of the Teeter Ball completely rock!

It’s easy to get outdoor play
up and running in an instant with
the Nerf Flag Football set. Nerf’s
reputation for creating toys
that encourage movement gets
extra props for this collection
of gear that makes teamwork
(and taking sides) part of safe low-contact play. The set comes with
Nerf’s Water Blitz coating that protects the football from absorbing
moisture while retaining its superior grip texture for the long pass (or
the fake, depending on the game plan). Add in the easy-clip flags (two
color teams of eight) and you’ve got the makings of an epic moment in
backyard sports. The Nerf Flag Football set is complete with everything
kids need to get their running game on – fast.

(Little Tikes)

(Nerf)

Grow-to-Pro
Basketball Set

YayLabs Play and
Freeze Ice Cream Ball

Ready to meet kids of all
sizes on the court, the Grow-toPro Basketball Set is equipped
for take the youngest basketball
player from tot-to-tall with simple
adjustments as their skills improve.
With a starting goal height of three feet, the beginner basketball player
can take his first shots with confidence. There’s even a removable
ball-return to reduce the frustration of chasing wayward balls. As the
hoopster improves (and grows), the goal height can rise to a height of
four, five and eventually six feet – so the challenge keeps up with the
child. While the set is okay for indoor use, outdoor set-up is recommended so the base can be weighted with water or sand, stabilizing it
for no-holds-barred dunking. Durable and versatile, the Grow-to-Pro
Basketball Set gets kids in the game for the long run.

Nothing heralds the true arrival
of summer like homemade ice cream.
But if there’s going to be enough ice
cream for everyone, everyone needs
to lend a hand in its creation. With an
adult to measure the simple ingredients
into the ball – it’s simply a matter of screwing the cylinder shut and
passing the ball around. The ball needs to be rolled, rocked and
shaken for about ten minutes (for the pint size) – simply keep it
in motion. After a mid-chill open, scrape and stir, the ball is ready
another round of movement. Ten minutes later, it’s time to bust
out the bowls for ice cream! Ideal for picnics, camping and any
gathering with kids who all want to “help”, the YayLabs Play and
Freeze Ice Cream Ball lets small hands join in the production of a
chilly summer treat.

(Fisher-Price)

(YayLabs)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

The Complaint Department
When they are young, kids don’t always understand why they “shouldn’t”,
“must not” and “can’t” do certain things. Because they don’t have power to
control circumstances and haven’t grown mature enough to understand the “why”
of “not”, they sometimes act out or complain about their lot in life. The following
titles explore the necessary restrictions that many children experience in lighthearted ways that may help them move past the complaining, and on toward the
rewards that follow patience, positive attitudes and proper perspective.

I Can’t Do Anything!

by Thierry Robberrecht, Illustrated by Annick Mason (Magination Press / American Psychological
Association)
There’s a veritable laundry list of things that a spirited little girl can’t do. It seems so unfair.
She looks around the animal kingdom and sees behaviors that are perfectly normal and accepted
for them. Chameleons stick out their tongues, but she can’t. Hippos have bad breath, bur she has
to brush her teeth every morning. Llamas spit on others to express their displeasure, but when spits
on her friend Leo, she gets time-out. Is there any time for her when she can just do anything? Kids
will love learning about animal habits and perhaps discover their own opportunity to be a little
wild in the right setting.

This Monster Cannot Wait!

by Bethany Barton (Dial Books for Young Readers / Penguin)
Young Stewart is going camping for the first time in just one week – but he simply cannot
wait! His excitement is overwhelming – and his patience, nonexistent. Stewart tries everything he can think of to make it happen faster. Changing the clocks, building a time machine
and acting out are some methods he tries until his final stunt gets him into trouble with his
parents. Will the camping trip ever come? A subtle homage to the classic book “Monster at the
End of this Book” with a nod to the “Monsters, Inc.” movie, this book is filled with delightful illustrations and hilarious asides that parents will appreciate as this read-aloud charmer is
enjoyed again and again!

My No, No, No Day!

by Rebecca Patterson (Viking / Penguin)
Sometimes, it’s just not your day. When Bella wakes up to her baby brother Bob, in her room and
licking her jewelry, she starts her morning screaming at him. And her day goes downhill from there as her
complaints stack up and her unhappiness multiplies. She won’t eat her breakfast, she won’t wear her shoes,
and she screams at her mom as she tries to wiggle out of the shopping cart. Simply everything is making her
uncomfortable, unhappy and loud about it. With scenarios that are all too familiar to kids (and parents), Patterson touches on the moments when kids are just tapped out, and losing their self-control. Her illustrations
include priceless expressions from by-standers that parents will recognize from their own public tantrum
moments. Exploring the moments that can trigger a “No” day, this title offers hope for kids and parents that
tomorrow is another chance to get to “Yes”.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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